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1.- Introduction

The present Master's thesis has been developed in a 6 month internship at the

Mobile Radio Transmission group of the German Aerospace Center (DLR). It consists

in the improvement of the Channel-SLAM positioning algorithm, which has been cre-

ated by the already mentioned investigation group, by the estimation and usage of the

visibility areas of transmitters.

In this chapter, the reader is introduced to the work through the scope de�nition

and the explanation of the performed tasks. The motivation and objective of this thesis

are speci�ed in Section 1.1 and Section 1.2, respectively. The state of the art of the

indoor positioning task is described in Section 1.3. The task schedule is included in

Section 1.4, and the structure of the rest of the document is outlined in Section 1.5.

1.1.- Motivation

The usage of the location information has raised in the recent years in a broad

range of applications. On the one hand, positioning represents a big business oppor-

tunity: it can be used to obtain information about the consumer's behavior in malls,

cinemas or museums, among others, to improve the marketing strategy. Furthermore,

it is needed in navigation, intelligent transportation systems, and it also has a big

impact on the entertainment sector, e.g. in the improvement of augmented reality

applications, or even in the social media. On the other hand, positioning is useful in

emergency situations, as rescue and �re services. In this sense, the location of �re�ght-

ers, trained dogs or policemen can provide serious bene�ts. Besides, medical personnel,

patient and equipment tracking may also be important in hospitals.

Positioning in outdoor environments is generally carried out by means of satellite

radio transmissions. However, the position accuracy of the global navigation satellite

systems (GNSSs) gets drastically reduced in critical environments such as indoor sce-

narios or urban canyons [1]. In these scenarios, the non-line-of-sight (NLOS) condition

and the multipath propagation cause the failure of the GNSSs.

On this matter, the Channel-SLAM algorithm is presented as a solution to carry

out the location task in multipath environments using terrestrial signals of opportunity

[2], [3], [4]. Rather than mitigating multipath, it relies on exploiting it: Channel-SLAM

treats multipath components as signals emitted in a line-of-sight (LOS) condition from

virtual transmitters. Hence, the multipath propagation increases the number of visible

transmitters and improves the position accuracy. In fact, localization may be possible

with only one physical transmitter.
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In Channel-SLAM, the knowledge of the transmitters' position is crucial to per-

form the positioning task but, in general, such information is not available. Thus,

every user uses the received signal components to jointly estimate its own location

and the transmitters' position: simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) [5].

Each Channel-SLAM user stores a map formed by the estimated location of all the

transmitters that have been seen throughout its path.

In multiple user scenarios, prior knowledge about the transmitters' locations can

be obtained through map sharing [6]. Nevertheless, the Channel-SLAM algorithm is

a relative positioning approach. This means that, unless any absolute reference to a

global coordinate system is obtained, every user map is in a di�erent local coordinate

system. Thus, in order to use the information from other maps, transformation pa-

rameters, i.e. rotation and translation parameters, must be obtained. This process is

known as map matching [7].

The Channel-SLAM map matching methods developed to date, so-called in this

thesis classical map matching methods, are only based on the relative position of the

transmitters. Depending on the scenario, ambiguities in the correspondences between

transmitters from both maps may cause big errors in the map matching performance. It

is expected that the inclusion of spatial information about the transmitters' visibility

regions improves the robustness of the map matching process considerably. Thus,

the motivation of the present Master's thesis lies in improving the Channel-SLAM

performance through the improvement of the classical map matching methods.

1.2.- Objective

According to the motivation, the objective of the present Master's thesis resides

in �nding a way to use the transmitters' visibility regions to improve the performance

of the classical map matching methods. As already stated, an improvement in those

map matching methods inherently involves an improvement in the Channel-SLAM per-

formance in multiple user scenarios, such that map crowd-sourcing can be successfully

conducted.

For carrying out the described objective, a proper manner to store the transmit-

ters' visibility information during the Channel-SLAM operation needs to be found. In

addition, a suitable way to use the stored visibility information in the map match-

ing process needs to be theoretically developed, and also implemented in a simulation

software. Finally, the improvement over classical map matching methods must be

evaluated through simulations.

Despite the proposed work with visibility areas is focused on improving the

Channel-SLAM algorithm, it can be extrapolated to other positioning methods based

on anchors or landmarks that are only visible in certain areas.
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1.3.- State of the Art

The SLAM task in GNSS-denied environments, as indoor scenarios, has been a

major challenge in the past decades. This problematic consists of localizing a certain

user in a previously unexplored environment while incrementally constructing a con-

sistent map of the scenario. Basically, the complexity of the presented problematic

resides in the strong interdependence between the user localization and the mapping

of the environment.

So far, a wide variety of solutions have been developed for carrying out the SLAM

task. All SLAM schemes have in common that one or more users are localized while

a map of the surroundings is estimated simultaneously. The assumed information

source and how the map is conceived are clearly the two principal facts that make the

operation of the di�erent SLAM approaches to strongly di�er.

Starting with the information source, an extended assumption is that information

coming from sensors is available. There is a broad variety of sensors that may be used

for SLAM. For example, the approach described in [8] assumes that user heading and

speed information from an inertial measurement unit (IMU) is available, while the

methods detailed in [9], [10] and [11] are based on sonar sensors. Visual information

is used in other approaches: a single camera is used in the SLAM methods from [12],

[13] and [14], and the information from multiple cameras is combined in the approach

described in [15]. The authors in [16] consider a multi-sensor system, formed by a sonar

sensor and a camera.

Other SLAM solutions rely on signals emitted from terrestrial radio transmitters.

Such is the case of the approaches described in [17], [18] and [19], which assume the

environment geometry and the physical transmitters' locations to be known in advance.

Channel-SLAM [3] also relies on signals from terrestrial radio transmitters, but no

prior information about the surroundings is needed to perform the algorithm. Other

examples are the methods from [20] and [21], which are only based on the WiFi strength

signal.

For its part, the map conception is precisely critical in the present Master's thesis.

Several map de�nitions used in di�erent SLAM approaches are described hereafter.

Further information about SLAM maps can be found in [22].

• Grid maps

This type of map tries to shape the physical environment by storing useful infor-

mation in every cell of a grid. Commonly, the stored information represents an

occupancy probability [23], but it can widely vary. Despite this map conception

is the most popular in two-dimensional SLAM algorithms, it has problems with

scalability.
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• Feature maps

This conception relies on storing the locations of speci�c landmarks used for

positioning. The main advantage of feature maps is the scalability, while the

major drawback corresponds to the data association: identi�cation of landmarks

over time.

• Semantic maps

Every object of the environment is stored along with its characteristics and func-

tionalities. In addition, relationships and interactions between objects are also

stored. This abstract map conception is appropriate for goal-oriented behaviors

and high-level reasoning.

• Hybrid maps

Di�erent map conceptions are combined and used simultaneously. A hybrid map

increases the complexity of map storage and requires coordination between maps,

but it can handle singular map inconsistencies.

Inherent in its operation, the Channel-SLAM algorithm stores the position of the

di�erent transmitters in a map. Thus, the Channel-SLAM map conception is consistent

with the previously described feature map, where the transmitters are regarded as

landmarks.

Accordingly, the Channel-SLAM map matching methods developed to date are

only based on the relative position of the transmitters [7], since no more information

is contained in the maps.

1.4.- Time Planning

The present Master's thesis has been started on the 1st of February 2019, while

it has been completely �nished by the 15th of July of the same year. Therefore, the

work has been conducted in approximately 24 weeks.

The main tasks performed during this period are summarized in Table 1.1. Tasks

are represented in chronological order, and they can be formed, in turn, by multiple

sub-tasks. Task and sub-task durations are depicted in gray and light gray, respectively.

The �rst part of the accomplished work has been related to literature research,

the middle part has been corresponded to theoretical and practical development, and

the last part has focused mainly on evaluations and the thesis writing.
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Task \ Week 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24

Literature research

Channel-SLAM

Implementation

Simulation

Obtainment of maps

Visibility information

Storage: map estimation

Visibility metric development

Implementation

Simulation

Map matching

Standard method: research

Rotation method: development

Implementation

Simulation

Evaluation

Writing

Table 1.1.- Time planning carried out during the development of the Master's thesis.

1.5.- Document Structure

The present document is formed by 5 chapters, where the �rst one is reserved for

the introduction. The structure of the rest of the dissertation is depicted below.

Firstly, a Channel-SLAM overview is provided in Chapter 2. The main prin-

ciples of the positioning algorithms based on the multipath propagation exploitation

are also described. This is a theoretical chapter, where the relevant concepts for the

understanding of the developed work are explained.

Secondly, how the visibility information of transmitters is stored, included in the

Channel-SLAM algorithm, and used in the map matching methods is explained in

Chapter 3. All the theoretical developed work is included in this chapter.

After that, the conducted work is critically evaluated by means of simulations

in Chapter 4. The practical developed work, the simulated conditions and the main

results are provided.

Lastly, a summary of the performed work, the principal outcomes derived from

that work and a generic outlook are included in Chapter 5.
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2.- Channel-SLAM

The Channel-SLAM algorithm is presented as a solution for the user localization

task in multipath scenarios, such as urban canyons or indoors. This approach relies

on exploiting multipath propagation, instead of mitigating it, to obtain the location

of the user and to create a map of transmitters simultaneously. In addition, no prior

knowledge is required to perform the algorithm.

Basically, the Channel-SLAM structure is composed of two stages. In the �rst

stage, the parameters of every received signal component are estimated and tracked

over time. In the second stage, the resulting estimates from the previous step are used

to jointly locate the user and the transmitters: SLAM.

In this chapter, the reader will �nd the key concept of Channel-SLAM. The

main principles that determine Channel-SLAM are introduced in Section 2.1, while

the Channel-SLAM structure and algorithm are detailed in Section 2.2.

2.1.- Principles of Channel-SLAM

Three crucial concepts for the Channel-SLAM understanding are explained in

this section. A di�erent subsection is dedicated to each principle.

2.1.1.- Multipath Assisted Positioning

In a multipath environment, every user receives a set of signal components, most

of them after being re�ected at walls, or di�racted at point scatterers. These re�ected

and di�racted signals are called multipath components (MPCs). The Channel-SLAM

algorithm uses MPCs as well as LOS signals to locate the user and the transmitters.

The fundamental idea of multipath assisted positioning (MAP), adopted in

Channel-SLAM, is to regard every received signal as being sent by a transmitter in

a LOS condition. This means that no distinction among MPCs and LOS signal com-

ponents is made. Therefore, every received signal has an associated transmitter, which

can be physical or virtual depending on the received signal: LOS or MPC, respectively.

The position of the virtual transmitters depends on the structure of the scenario

and the position of the physical transmitters. However, as long as the physical trans-

mitters and the scenario remain static over time, the virtual transmitters also remain

static, as it can be seen in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. For SLAM, time of arrival (TOA) and

angle of arrival (AOA) estimates of every received signal may be used.
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Virtual transmitters related to re�ections, as in Figure 2.1, are inherently time

synchronized to the physical transmitter: the traveled distance of the signal component

that is re�ected in the wall is exactly the same as the distance between the user and

the position of the virtual transmitter. Therefore, it will be possible to use the LOS

signal of the virtual transmitter for localization.

re�ecting wall

user

Tx

vTx1

Figure 2.1.- The signal from the physical transmitter Tx, after being re�ected at the wall, is

received at the user and interpreted as a LOS signal from the virtual transmitter vTx1. The

position of vTx1 is the location of Tx mirrored at the re�ecting wall, and it remains static as

long as the physical transmitter and the re�ecting wall remain static.

Virtual transmitters related to point scatterers, as in Figure 2.2, have an addi-

tional propagation delay τ0 which is proportional to the distance between the point

scatterer itself and the physical transmitter. This propagation delay has to be taken

into account to properly locate the virtual transmitter position. It can be interpreted

as a clock o�set of the virtual transmitter.

τ0c0

user
Tx vTx2

scatterer

Figure 2.2.- The signal from the physical transmitter Tx, after being scattered, is received

at the user and interpreted as a LOS signal from the virtual transmitter vTx2. The vir-

tual transmitter vTx2 has an additional clock o�set τ0, which is the distance between the

transmitters divided by the speed of light c0.

The described concept of single re�ections and scatterings can be generalized to

the case of multiple re�ections and scatterings or a combination of them by applying

the same reasoning. If the signal undergoes only re�ections, the corresponding virtual

transmitter is inherently time synchronized to the physical transmitter. In case the

signal is scattered at least once, then the pertinent virtual transmitter has a clock

o�set τ0.
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Finally, assuming that the transmitters' locations are known, at least three

of them are needed to avoid ambiguities and calculate the user location in a two-

dimensional scenario. In a multipath scenario, every single physical transmitter will

generate multiple virtual transmitters. Therefore, the user localization can be per-

formed in a multipath environment with only one physical transmitter thanks to MAP

and the multipath components exploitation.

2.1.2.- Recursive Bayesian Estimation

Recursive Bayesian estimation [24] is the basis of the Channel-SLAM position

estimation. The objective of this method is to recursively estimate the evolution of a

state vector x over time. The state vector contains all relevant information required

to describe the system under investigation. For example, in tracking problems, the

coordinates of the target could form the state vector.

Estimation approaches require measurements related to the state vector. These

measurements, or observations, are typically subject to measurement noise and repre-

sented by the measurement vector z. Following the tracking example, this measurement

vector could be formed by TOA, AOA, or signal received power measurements, among

others.

In order to apply the recursive Bayesian estimation in a dynamic system, two

models are required. Firstly, the system model, which describes the evolution of the

state with time. The system model can be also found in the literature as process or evo-

lution model. Secondly, the measurement model, which relates the noisy observations

to the state.

Then, the evolution of the state vector x is modeled as

xk = fk (xk−1,vk−1) , (2.1)

where the state evolution function f(·) is assumed to be known, the index k denotes

the time instant, and vk−1 denotes a sample of the system noise. The state is related

to the measurement zk as

zk = hk (xk,nk) , (2.2)

where the measurement model h(·) is again a known function and nk is a sample of

the measurement noise.

Recursive Bayesian estimation works in two stages that are repeated over time:

prediction and update. First, the prediction stage uses the system model to predict

the state probability density function (PDF) from one time instant to the next. Then,

the update stage uses the Bayes' theorem to update the state PDF with the latest

measurement.
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In this way, the corresponding PDFs can be calculated recursively by

p (xk|z1:k−1) =

∫
p (xk|xk−1) p (xk−1|z1:k−1) dxk−1 (2.3)

for the prediction step, and by

p (xk|z1:k) =
1

ck
p (zk|xk) p (xk|z1:k−1) (2.4)

for the update step, where ck is a normalizing constant and z1:k denotes the mea-

surements from time instant 1 to k. The state transition prior p (xk|xk−1) and the

measurement likelihood p (zk|xk) are obtained from the system model in Equation

(2.1) and the measurement model in Equation (2.2), respectively.

It should be noted that the state PDF p (xk−1|z1:k−1) is needed to calculate its

value at next time instant: p (xk|z1:k). Thus, recursion is the key of the presented

estimation approach.

The recurrence of Equations (2.3) and (2.4) form the optimal Bayesian solution.

However, in practice, this recursive propagation can only be exactly determined in

a speci�ed set of cases. Further information about recursive Bayesian optimal and

suboptimal algorithms, and its constraints, can be found in [25].

2.1.3.- Particle Filter

In many situations, an optimal solution to recursive Bayesian estimation cannot

be obtained since the integral shown in Equation (2.3) cannot be expressed in closed

form, or its calculation becomes intractable. The proposed tracking problem is one of

those situations: the measurement model of the present problem, where the AOA and

TOA are measured, is non-linear. This means that the Kalman �lter (KF), an optimal

algorithm, cannot be used. In fact, due to the high non-linearity of the present measure-

ment model, the extended Kalman �lter (EKF), which works with local linearizations,

shows a bad performance.

In light of this, the particle �lter (PF) [26], also known as Bayesian bootstrap,

presents itself as a non-optimal but in most cases well-performing solution to be used

for recursive Bayesian estimation, and thus in the second stage of the Channel-SLAM

algorithm. The great strength of this technique is that no restrictions are placed on

the system and measurement model, nor on the system and measurement noise.

The PF is a technique for implementing a recursive Bayesian �lter using Monte

Carlo (MC) simulations. The fundamental idea is to represent the PDF shown in

Equation (2.4) by a set of random samples from the state space, called particles, with

associated weights. As the number of particles grows, this MC characterization be-

comes a proper representation of the PDF, and the method approaches to an optimal

algorithm.
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The idea expressed in the previous paragraph can be summarized in

p (xk|z1:k) ≈
Np∑
i=1

w<i>k δ
(
xk − x<i>k

)
, (2.5)

where δ(·) is the Dirac delta function, Np is the number of particles, x<i>k denotes

the ith particle, and w<i>k denotes the ith particle's associated weight. The weights are

normalized such that
Np∑
i=1

w<i>k = 1. (2.6)

Following the recursive Bayesian estimation approach, the PF method also uses

the prediction and update stages. Firstly, in the prediction step, new samples are

drawn in accordance with the system model. Then, in the update step, the weights

associated to the particles are updated through the likelihood function p (zk|xk), which
is de�ned by the measurement model. Finally, weights are normalized. The higher the

weight, the more reliable the associated particle.

Equation (2.7) shows the ith particle weight update.

w<i>k ∝ w<i>k−1p
(
zk|x<i>k

)
(2.7)

Further information about the implementation of the system and measurement

models in Channel-SLAM is contained in Section 2.2.2, once all the parameters of the

Channel-SLAM algorithm are introduced.

Continuing with the PF technique, an inherent problem to this method is the de-

generacy phenomenon: after some iterations, most particles will have negligible weight.

This means that most part of the computational cost of the algorithm is dedicated to

processing particles that have an insigni�cant contribution to the approximation of the

posterior PDF and, therefore, to the algorithm performance.

A suitable measure of the degeneracy problem, called e�ective sample size (Neff ),

is obtained in [27]. However, the e�ective sample size cannot be evaluated exactly.

Therefore, the following e�ective sample size estimate N̂eff is commonly used to mea-

sure the degeneracy problem:

N̂eff =
1

Np∑
i=1

(
w<i>k

)2 . (2.8)

An extended and simple solution to the degeneracy problem is the application of

the so-called resampling algorithm [26] whenever a signi�cant degeneracy is observed,

i.e. when N̂eff falls below a threshold. After its application, a new set of Np particles

obtained from the approximate discrete representation of the posterior PDF p (xk|z1:k),

given by Equation (2.5), replaces old particles.
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The key idea of the resampling algorithm is to delete particles with negligible

weight, replace them by existing particles with larger weight, and reset weights to

w<i>k = 1/Np. A pseudo-code description of this algorithm can be found in [25].

2.2.- The Channel-SLAM Derivation

In this section, a simpli�ed version of the Channel-SLAM algorithm from [2], [3]

and [4] is described. Despite no prior knowledge is required to perform the Channel-

SLAM algorithm, it is assumed in the present approach that information coming from

an IMU is available.

This section is structured as follows. Firstly, some Channel-SLAM parameters are

de�ned and the algorithm structure is speci�ed in Subsection 2.2.1. Then, the second

stage of the algorithm, strongly related with the new ideas developed in the present

Master's thesis, is discussed in more depth in Subsection 2.2.2. Lastly, the algorithm

initialization is detailed in Subsection 2.2.3, and some details about its implementation

are depicted.

2.2.1.- Structure of Channel-SLAM

Before describing the structure of Channel-SLAM, the signal model is speci�ed.

The wireless radio frequency propagation channel is assumed to be a linear and time-

variant multipath channel. Thus, the received signal r (t) is regarded as a superposition

of signal components of the broadcasted signal s (t). At time k, the jth signal com-

ponent is de�ned by a delay and a complex amplitude: dj (k) and aj (k), respectively.

Therefore, the received signal at time instant k can be written as

r (τ, k) =
∑
j

aj (k) s (τ − dj (k)) + ns (τ), (2.9)

where ns (τ) is a sample from a colored noise sequence. This noise includes both dense

multipath components (DMCs), i.e. components that cannot be characterized by a

superposition of plane waves, and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). Moreover,

the channel is assumed to remain constant during the sample intervals at every time

instant k.

As already stated in the beginning of the present chapter, the Channel-SLAM

algorithm is made up of two stages: the parameter estimation and the position esti-

mation. The objective of the �rst stage is to obtain AOA and TOA estimates of every

signal component from the received signal r (t). In order to carry out those estimates,

the Kalman enhanced super-resolution tracking (KEST) algorithm described in [28]

is used. In [29], the KEST algorithm has been proved to be a proper solution to ac-

complish this objective, being more robust in solving close signal components than the

EKF method.
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Thus, in the Channel-SLAM algorithm, the measurement vector zk is de�ned as

zk =
[
d<1>
k ... d<NTX>

k θ<1>
k ... θ<NTX>

k

]T
, (2.10)

where d<j>k and θ<j>k denote the jth signal component TOA and AOA estimates, re-

spectively, at time instant k. It should be noted than the number of transmitters NTX,

i.e. the number of received signal components, is time variant, but the time instant k

is omitted for notational brevity.

The objective of the second stage of the Channel-SLAM algorithm is to jointly

determine the position of the user and the transmitters. In order to achieve that

objective, the measurements zk taken at each time instant along with information

resulting from an IMU are used.

Therefore, the user state vector at time instant k, xu,k, is formed by the two-

dimensional user coordinates and velocity components, as follows:

xu,k = [xk yk vx,k vy,k]
T . (2.11)

Regarding transmitters, as stated in Subsection 2.1.1, it is necessary to determine

their clock o�set τ0 to properly estimate their position. Furthermore, they are assumed

to be static. Thus, the state vector of the jth transmitter at time instant k, x<j>TX,k, is

composed of the two-dimensional transmitter coordinates and its clock o�set:

x<j>TX,k =
[
x<j>TX,k y<j>TX,k τ<j>0,k

]T
. (2.12)

Finally, the entire state vector at time instant k is formed by stacking the user

state vector and the NTX transmitters' state vector:

xk =
[
xu,k

T x<1>
TX,k

T
... x<NTX>

TX,k

T
]T
. (2.13)

The Channel-SLAM structure is summarized in Figure 2.3. It should be under-

lined that no prior knowledge about the scenario is needed to perform the Channel-

SLAM algorithm.

Figure 2.3.- Channel-SLAM stages: parameter and position estimation.
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2.2.2.- Position Estimation

As already stated, the main goal of the position estimation stage is to simultane-

ously locate the user and the physical and virtual transmitters over time. In order to

carry out this objective, the PF, a recursive Bayesian estimator with few constraints

on the underlying �ltering problem, is used to determine the evolution of the entire

state vector xk.

The state vector xk shown in Equation (2.13) presents a large number of dimen-

sions, which can be a problem. The �rst step to reduce the number of dimensions is

to separate the transmitters' state space from the user state space. In this way, the

posterior PDF p (xk|z1:k) can be factorized as

p (xk|z1:k) = p (xTX,k,xu,k|z1:k) = p (xu,k|z1:k) p (xTX,k|xu,k, z1:k) . (2.14)

In addition, signal components arriving at the receiver are assumed to be inde-

pendent from each other, because MPCs are assumed to interact with distinct objects.

Therefore, independence among measurements for di�erent transmitters can also be

assumed, and the following factorization can be made:

p (xTX,k|xu,k, z1:k) =

NTX∏
j=1

p
(
x<j>TX,k|xu,k, z

<j>
1:k

)
. (2.15)

With this, the posterior PDF shown in Equation (2.14) can be rewritten as

p (xk|z1:k) = p (xu,k|z1:k)

NTX∏
j=1

p
(
x<j>TX,k|xu,k, z

<j>
1:k

)
. (2.16)

The previous equation shows that it is possible to apply individual recursive

Bayesian estimators to solve the present SLAM problem. Thus, individual system and

measurement models are required for the user and the transmitters.

As the scenario and the physical transmitters are assumed to be static, the virtual

transmitters are static as well. Therefore, the transmitter system model fTX,k (·) can
be expressed as

fTX,k

(
x<j>TX,k−1,vTX,k−1

)
= x<j>TX,k−1 + vTX,k−1, (2.17)

where vTX,k is a vector formed by samples of the transmitter system noise at time

instant k. As the transmitter position is expected to be static, a low value of the

transmitter system noise variance should be selected.

Incorporating sensor data from an IMU, the user system model fu,k (·) can be

de�ned as

fu,k (xu,k−1,vu,k−1) = F u,k x̃u,k−1 + vu,k−1, (2.18)
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where vu,k is a vector formed by samples of the user system noise at time instant k,

x̃u,k−1 is the user state vector at time instant k− 1 with updated velocity information

from time instant k

x̃u,k−1 =


xk−1

yk−1

vx,k
vy,k

 , (2.19)

and F u,k is the user system model matrix de�ned as follows, where ∆t is the time

di�erence between adjacent time instants:

F u,k =


1 0 ∆t 0

0 1 0 ∆t

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

 . (2.20)

Basically, the product F u,k x̃u,k−1 updates the user state vector to time instant k

using the velocity obtained from the IMU:

F u,k x̃u,k−1 =


1 0 ∆t 0

0 1 0 ∆t

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1



xk−1

yk−1

vx,k
vy,k

 =


xk−1 + vx,k∆t

yk−1 + vy,k∆t

vx,k
vy,k

 =


xk
yk
vx,k
vy,k

 . (2.21)

Depending on the available information, the previous de�nitions may change. As

an example, only heading change measurements from gyroscope are assumed to be

available in [30].

Regarding the measurement model, as mentioned, the components that form the

measurement vector zk are assumed to be independent. Moreover, the TOA and the

AOA measurement noise for the jth transmitter are modeled as AWGN with variances

σ2
d,j and σ

2
θ,j, respectively. Thus, the likelihood function p (zk|xk) can be expressed as

p (zk|xk) =

NTX∏
j=1

1√
2πσd,j

e
−

(d̂<j>k
−d<j>
k )

2

2σ2
d,j

1√
2πσθ,j

e
−

(θ̂<j>k
−θ<j>
k )

2

2σ2
θ,j , (2.22)

where d<j>k and θ<j>k are the estimates obtained by KEST from Equation (2.10), the

predicted TOA d̂<j>k between the user and the jth transmitter at time instant k is

calculated as

d̂<j>k =
1

c0

∥∥∥[xk yk]
T −

[
x<j>TX,k y<j>TX,k

]T∥∥∥+ τ<j>0,k , (2.23)

where ‖·‖ is the Euclidean norm of a vector, and the predicted AOA θ̂<j>k is given by

θ̂<j>k = atan2
(
y<j>TX,k − yk, x

<j>
TX,k − xk

)
− atan2 (vy,k, vx,k) . (2.24)
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The function atan2 (y, x) returns the counter-clockwise angle between the x-axis

and the line connecting the origin with the point (x, y). Furthermore, the second term

of the Equation (2.24) is included because the AOA KEST estimates are referred to

the user movement direction.

With all the models being de�ned, the recursive Bayesian method used in the

position estimation stage of the Channel-SLAM algorithm is speci�ed below. As al-

ready discussed, the factorization shown in Equation (2.16) allows for estimating the

user state xu,k and each transmitter state x<j>TX,k independently. This fact leads to the

Rao-Blackwellized particle �lter (RBPF) ([30], [31], [32]), a method that uses multiple

PFs to determine the evolution of each state vector.

In particular, the Channel-SLAM RBPF technique is based on one PF to estimate

the user position, and multiple subordinate PFs (subPFs) to estimate the position of

the transmitters. The key idea is that every user particle independently estimates the

position of the transmitters using NTX subPFs. In other words, every user particle

independently estimates its own environment map.

Therefore, the RBPF method applied in Channel-SLAM uses subPFs inside the

user PF to recursively estimate the transmitters' state vectors x<j>TX,k based on the user

state, as expressed in Equation (2.15). Simultaneously, the user PF estimates the

evolution of the user state vector xu,k.

It should be noted that the RBPF formulation allows to utilize a di�erent number

of particles in each transmitter PF. However, for notational brevity, the transmitter

index j is omitted in Np,TX. The number of particles of the user PF is denoted by Np,u.

Following Equation (2.5), the ideas expressed in previous paragraphs can be sum-

marized as follows. The user posterior PDF is expressed as

p (xu,k|z1:k) =

Np,u∑
i=1

w<i>k δ
(
xu,k − x<i>u,k

)
, (2.25)

where x<i>u,k is the ith user particle and w<i>k its associated weight. Besides, the posterior

PDF of x<i,j>TX,k , i.e. the j
th transmitter for the ith user particle, is represented as

p
(
x<i,j>TX,k |x

<i>
u,k , z1:k

)
=

Np,TX∑
l=1

w<i,j,l>k δ
(
x<i,j>TX,k − x<i,j,l>TX,k

)
, (2.26)

where x<i,j,l>TX,k is the lth particle of the jth transmitter for the ith user particle, and

w<i,j,l>k its associated weight.

Furthermore, as every PF approach, the RBPF technique recursively applies the

prediction and the update stages. First, in the prediction stage, the user system model

depicted in Equation (2.18) is applied on every user particle. Then, the transmitter

system model described in Equation (2.17) is employed in every transmitter particle.
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Afterward, in the update stage, the weights of all transmitter particles are updated.

In the next step the user particles are updated and, lastly, all particle weights are

normalized. The remainder of the present subsection is dedicated to describe the

Channel-SLAM RBPF particle updates.

Starting with the transmitters, the lth transmitter particle weight w<i,j,l>k of the

jth transmitter for the ith user particle is updated by

w<i,j,l>k ∝ w<i,j,l>k−1 p
(
zk|x<i>u,k ,x

<i,j,l>
TX,k

)
, (2.27)

where the likelihood function is analog to the one shown in Equation (2.22), but the

estimates from KEST for the jth transmitter are now compared with the predicted TOA

and AOA measurements between the lth transmitter particle of the jth transmitter, and

the ith user particle:

d̂<i,j,l>k =
1

c0

∥∥∥∥[x<i>k y<i>k

]T − [x<i,j,l>TX,k y<i,j,l>TX,k

]T∥∥∥∥+ τ<i,j,l>0,k , (2.28)

θ̂<i,j,l>k = atan2
(
y<i,j,l>TX,k − y

<i>
k , x<i,j,l>TX,k − x

<i>
k

)
− atan2

(
v<i>y,k , v

<i>
x,k

)
. (2.29)

Finally, once all the transmitter particle weights have been updated, the user

particle weights are updated as

w<i>k ∝ w<i>k−1

NTX∏
j=0

Np,TX∑
l=1

w<i,j,l>k , (2.30)

and all transmitter and user particle weights are normalized. A complete description

of the Channel-SLAM Rao-Blackwellization, and a full derivation of Equations (2.25),

(2.26), (2.27) and (2.30) can be found in [4] and [30].

2.2.3.- Initialization and Implementation

In the previous subsection, the Channel-SLAM recursive Bayesian estimation

method (RBPF) has been explained. However, that recursive model needs some start

points, i.e. the state vectors need to be initialized.

For the user state vector xu,k, there are two options. If the initial user position

and heading are known as a prior, all user particles can be initialized accordingly

and Channel-SLAM becomes an absolute positioning algorithm. Alternatively, if the

initial user position in unknown, all user particles are initialized to the same random

coordinates, and Channel-SLAM becomes a relative positioning algorithm.

When the KEST algorithm detects a new signal component, it also obtains TOA

and AOA measurements. Therefore, the Channel-SLAM algorithm is capable of using

those measurements to initialize the corresponding transmitter particles. Nevertheless,

the KEST algorithm cannot detect if the received signal component has been scattered
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(τ<j>0 6= 0), or if it comes from a physical transmitter or a re�ection (τ<j>0 = 0). Thus,

there is a distance ambiguity that can only be solved with measurements at future time

instants.

In this way, every time a new signal component is detected, the corresponding

transmitter particles are initialized such that they occupy a large area in the measured

AOA direction. After some iterations, the position of the particles will converge to the

transmitter position.

A high number of transmitter particles should be employed to occupy a large

area. However, it is a waste of resources to continue using that amount of particles

after some iterations, because the uncertainty of the transmitter state tends to de-

crease. It is thus essential to apply the so-called grid resampling algorithm to adapt

the number of particles to the uncertainty of the transmitter estimate. This algorithm

is basically the one depicted at the end of Subsection 2.1.3, now with a space constraint:

only a certain number of particles are allowed to exist in a speci�ed area. Thus, the

number of particles will decrease over time, and with it the occupied memory and the

computational complexity.

A transmitter initialization is outlined in Figure 2.4. The user trajectory is repre-

sented in blue, and the user particles are drawn in orange. Furthermore, the transmitter

particles of vTx1, vTx2 and vTx3 for a single user particle are also drawn.

Figure 2.4.- Transmitter initialization outline. The virtual transmitter vTx3 is detected at

time instant k1. After some iterations, the transmitter particles of vTx3 concentrate around

the transmitter position at time instant k2. All the transmitter particles represented in this

scheme belong to a single user particle; every user particle makes its own estimation of the

transmitters' position.

The e�ect of the grid resampling algorithm can be appreciated in the previous

illustration. A large number on transmitter particles is used when the uncertainty of

the transmitter position estimate is high, as happens with the virtual transmitter vTx3

at time instant k1. Nevertheless, when the uncertainty of the transmitter position gets

reduced, the number of transmitter particles decrease, as it can be appreciated at time

instant k2.
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As stated in Subsection 2.2.2, every user particle independently estimates the

transmitters' position in the Channel-SLAM algorithm. This means that Np,u maps

are generated. In order to combine them, all the particles of each transmitter from

all user particles estimates are merged taking the user particle weights into account.

Finally, the grid resampling algorithm is applied to reduce the number of particles.

The described process in which a unique map is obtained through the combination of

the user particle maps is called map merging.
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3.- Visibility Information

As already stated in Section 1.3, the Channel-SLAM map is a feature map where

physical and virtual transmitters are used as landmarks. Thus, the Channel-SLAM

map matching methods developed to date are based on the relative locations of the

transmitters. Such approaches may fail when ambiguities in the transmitters' associa-

tions appear due to symmetries in the transmitters' positions. In fact, the performance

of those map matching methods in nearly symmetric scenarios is very poor.

In the present chapter, the Channel-SLAM map concept is augmented with in-

formation about the transmitters' visibility areas in order to improve the actual map

matching methods. Firstly, the transmitter visibility concept and its storage during the

algorithm operation are explained in Section 3.1. Secondly, a useful visibility metric

for map comparison is created in Section 3.2. Finally, the visibility information is used

to improve the classical map matching methods in Section 3.3.

3.1.- Storage: Map Estimation

The visibility regions of a transmitter are those areas of the scenario where the

transmitter is in a LOS situation to the user. This visibility information can be included

in the Channel-SLAM maps. Then, the additional information is expected to resolve

some map ambiguities in the map matching process.

For breaking down the complexity of the map estimation, a grid map is used

to discretize the two-dimensional space. Most common matrix cells are the triangular,

quadrangular and hexagonal grids because of their perfect coupling without overlapping

and without leaving empty space in between. In particular, we select the hexagon grid

due to its greater resemblance to the circle, being able to better �t a real scenario.

Nevertheless, a di�erent grid could be chosen.

It is possible to better suit the environment by decreasing the hexagon size.

However, a hexagon size reduction leads to a growth of the number of hexagons. In

turn, this increases the computational and space complexity. Therefore, there is a

trade-o� between the accuracy in the visibility maps and the computational complexity.

Continuing with the visibility information storage, the fundamental idea is to

store visibility information of every transmitter in each hexagon of the grid. This

concept is depicted in Figure 3.1. The �oor plan of an indoor scenario, where the black

lines are walls, is outlined in Figure 3.1 (a) along with the visibility areas of a single

transmitter Tx. A discretization of the scenario is depicted in Figure 3.1 (b): a hexagon
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map containing ideal visibility information of Tx is drawn over the �oor plan. Finally,

the ideal Channel-SLAM map related to the transmitter Tx is represented in Figure

3.1 (c): the map contains both the position and visibility areas of the transmitter.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.1.- Visibility information storage. The black lines represent walls, while the colors

represent the observed transmitter visibility likelihood: from green/visible to red/non-visible.

It should be underlined that each hexagon stores the visibility information of all

the transmitters, while in the depicted representation, for a better understanding, only

the visibility regions of a single transmitter are drawn.

The hexagon map M is de�ned as the set

M = {M<1>,M<2>, ...,M<h>, ...,M<Nhex>}, (3.1)

where Nhex is the number of hexagons of the map and M<h> represents the visibility

information contained in the hth hexagon. Each hexagon is de�ned in turn as

M<h> = {M<h,1>,M<h,2>, ...,M<h,j>, ...,M<h,NTX>}, (3.2)

where M<h,j> is the visibility probability of the jth transmitter in the hth hexagon.

Since M<h,j> is unknown, we denote m<h,j> the random variable whose condi-

tional distribution at time instant k can be estimated through the history of the user

state and the measurement vectors. The TOA and AOA measures themselves are not

necessary, but the measurement vector is needed to determine which transmitters were

seen at the di�erent time instants.

With this, the Channel-SLAM mapping problem has changed from the estimation

of the posterior PDF p (xk|z1:k) shown in Equation (2.16), to the estimation of

p (x0:k,mk|z1:k) = p (x0:k|z1:k) p (mk|xu,0:k, z1:k) , (3.3)

where m represents the visibility map estimation and is de�ned as

m = {m<1>,m<2>, ...,m<h>, ...,m<Nhex>}, (3.4)

and m<h> is the visibility estimation in the hth hexagon

m<h> = {m<h,1>,m<h,2>, ...,m<h,j>, ...,m<h,NTX>}. (3.5)
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The division of the space into independent hexagons makes it possible to decom-

pose the visibility mapping problem into subproblems:

p (mk|xu,0:k, z1:k) =

Nhex∏
h=1

p
(
m<h>

k |xu,0:k, z1:k

)
. (3.6)

Additionally, assuming independence among transmitters' visibility regions makes it

possible, in turn, to decompose Equation (3.6) into

p (mk|xu,0:k, z1:k) =

Nhex∏
h=1

NTX∏
j=1

p
(
m<h,j>
k |xu,0:k, z

<j>
1:k

)
. (3.7)

Finally, the full posterior up to time instant k of the whole SLAM problem can be

written as

p (x0:k,mk|z1:k) = p (x0:k|z1:k)

Nhex∏
h=1

NTX∏
j=1

p
(
m<h,j>
k |xu,0:k, z

<j>
1:k

)
, (3.8)

where the obtainment of p (x0:k|z1:k) has been addressed in Subsection 2.2.2.

The Channel-SLAM algorithm assumes that no prior knowledge about the envi-

ronment is known in advance. Thus, each user hexagon map is initially empty, i.e. no

visibility information is available. During its path, the user estimates the probabilis-

tic visibility map by adding visibility information to the hexagons traveled through.

This is illustrated in Figure 3.2 where, again, only the visibility information of a single

transmitter is represented.

(a) The user has visited three hexagons (b) The user has �nished its track

Figure 3.2.- The user estimates the map while traveling through the scenario. The blue

line represents the user track, while the hexagon colors represent the observed transmitter

visibility likelihood: from green/visible to red/non-visible.

As stated in Chapter 2, every user particle independently estimates its own map.

This means that each user particle autonomously estimates the location of the trans-

mitters, and also creates its own visibility hexagon map. Finally, all user particle maps

are combined in the map merging process.
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How the visibility information is stored in each user particle map is explained in

the following. Furthermore, how all user particle hexagon maps are combined is also

described in detail.

Every hexagon of each user particle map contains two counters per transmitter.

These counters V <i,h,j>
Y and V <i,h,j>

N store the number of times that the jth transmitter

has been seen and not seen, respectively, while the ith user particle was located in the

hth hexagon of the map.

Nevertheless, these counters are not increased in every Channel-SLAM time step.

They are only increased whenever a particle enters a new hexagon or, while being in

the same hexagon, the visibility transmitter state changes from visible to non-visible

or vice versa. In this way, if a user remains static the counters are not incremented

to avoid increasing the map reliability. This also isolates the map estimation from the

Channel-SLAM update rate.

Finally, in the map merging process all user particle maps are combined. In the

merged map, the jth transmitter visibility information contained in the hth hexagon is

given by the weighted visibility counters

W<h,j>
Y =

Np,u∑
i=1

w<i>k V <i,h,j>
Y (3.9)

and

W<h,j>
N =

Np,u∑
i=1

w<i>k V <i,h,j>
N , (3.10)

where w<i>k is the ith user particle weight at the time merging instant k. Thus, the

particle reliability is taken into account.

3.2.- Usage: Map Visibility Metric

The Channel-SLAM feature map has been augmented. Now, a map contains,

along with the position of the transmitters, a hexagon grid with visibility information.

Therefore, the Channel-SLAM map has become a hybrid map.

It becomes necessary to develop a way to compare the visibility information of

two grid maps in order to improve the map matching process. In this sense, a map

visibility metric is developed.

From here on, the maps that are combined are named user and prior map. The

user map is the augmented map that is estimated by the user, while the prior map has

been obtained from another user and it is in a di�erent coordinate system. The prior

map obtained through crowd-sourcing could have been previously combined, containing

information from preceding users and being more reliable.
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Assuming that the transformation parameters among the two maps, i.e. rotation

and translation, have already been calculated, the map visibility metric, also called

visibility mismatch ratio, can be obtained following three simple steps.

Firstly, the number of common or overlapped hexagons Nhex,common is obtained.

Secondly, the common hexagons in which the visibility information strongly di�ers are

marked: Nhex,marked. Lastly, the visibility mismatch ratio is obtained by means of

Vratio =
Nhex,marked

Nhex,common

. (3.11)

The process is depicted in Figure 3.3 for a better understanding.

Figure 3.3.- Map visibility metric obtainment. The transformation parameters between maps

are assumed as known, or already calculated. Overlapping and marked hexagons are high-

lighted with red edges and red crosses, respectively.

Thereby it becomes possible to determine the reliability of the map matching

parameters among two maps through the visibility metric, in terms of transmitters'

visibility. However, a way to determine when the information of two hexagons strongly

di�ers needs to be found to perform the second step of the visibility metric calculation.

As described in Section 3.1, each hexagon stores two weighted visibility counters

per transmitter, given by Equations (3.9) and (3.10). These weighted counters are used

to create the hexagon visibility metric

H<h,j>
ratio =

W<h,j>
Y + α<h,j>

2

W<h,j>
Y +W<h,j>

N + α<h,j>
, (3.12)

where h and j are the hexagon and transmitter indices, respectively, and

α<h,j> =
1

W<h,j>
Y +W<h,j>

N

. (3.13)

The created ratio H<h,j>
ratio is used to estimate the visibility probability of the jth

transmitter in the hth hexagon, M<h,j>.

The alpha terms are included in Equation (3.12) to take into account the map

reliability. The values of the hexagon weighted counters for a transmitter are high when

a user has crossed the hexagon multiple times, or when the map has been previously
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combined and its information comes from di�erent users. In this situation, the estimate

for the transmitter visibility is reliable and the alpha terms become negligible. On the

contrary, the alpha therms make the visibility estimate more robust if the hexagon has

been visited only few times.

The developed hexagon ratio provides a fast way to perform the second step of

the map visibility metric. Essentially, when comparing the hth common hexagon from

user and prior maps, the hth hexagon ratios regarding all associated transmitters are

compared. The common hexagon is not marked only if∣∣∣H<h,j>
ratio,u −H

<h,j>
ratio,p

∣∣∣ < Hthreshold, ∀ j ∈ {1, 2, ..., NTX}, (3.14)

where |·| is the absolute value function, and H<h,j>
ratio,u and H

<h,j>
ratio,p are the user and prior

maps' hth hexagon visibility ratios, respectively, for the jth transmitter. Otherwise, the

common hexagon visibility information from both maps is regarded as di�erent, and

the hth common hexagon of the combined map is marked.

3.3.- Application: Map Matching

The visibility mismatch ratio Vratio allows to quantify how similar two maps are

in terms of visibility information. There are two alternatives for the inclusion of this

metric in the map matching process.

• Develop new map matching methods only based on visibility

This option relies on a correlation to �nd the best transformation parameters

between two maps, in terms of transmitters' visibility. The key idea is to �nd

the match with the lowest visibility mismatch ratio and the highest number of

common or overlapped hexagons.

• Include a check stage based on visibility in classical map matching methods

This alternative consists in using the visibility information to validate the trans-

formation parameters obtained by an already developed map matching method.

The obtainment of the visibility metric requires to go through user and prior

hexagon maps to compare their information. Typically, the number of hexagons of

a map is much higher than its number of transmitters, which makes a map matching

approach based on the visibility information much more complex than a classic method

based on the relative position of the transmitters. This is the main disadvantage of

the �rst alternative presented. Another drawback comes with the requirement of an

overlapping between user and prior hexagon maps to be performed.

Due to these disadvantages, the �rst alternative is discarded. A map matching

method mainly based on visibility information has been developed and implemented

in software, but it is not included in the present Master's thesis for a lack of interest.
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For its part, the second alternative only calculates the visibility mismatch ratio

once the transformation parameters have been obtained, in order to validate them with

the visibility information of the maps. Thus, the computational complexity increase

is much lower than in the �rst option. In addition, if the visibility metric cannot be

obtained due to user and prior maps do not overlap, it is still possible to trust in the

match estimated by the original map matching method.

Henceforth this section is focused on the second proposed alternative. Two map

matching methods based on the relative position of the transmitters are described in

Subsection 3.3.1, and the ambiguity problem of these methods is also explained with

an example. The inclusion of the check stage based on visibility in already developed

map matching methods is detailed in Subsection 3.3.2.

3.3.1.- Classical Map Matching Methods

As described in Section 1.1, classical map matching methods are only based on

the transmitters' relative locations. For these methods, a map is only formed by the po-

sitions of well-estimated transmitters: transmitters with high variance in their location

estimates are not used in the map matching process.

3.3.1.1.- Standard method

The �rst map matching method is extracted from [7], and hereafter is going to be

referred as standard method. This method relies on comparing the distances between

the transmitters of both maps to establish initial correspondences and perform the map

matching. Its operation is brie�y summarized in the following steps, and outlined in

Figure 3.4, for a better understanding.

1. The number of transmittersNT used for obtaining the transformation parameters

among the two maps is selected.

2. The Euclidean distances between the transmitters of each map are calculated.

Going through all possible associations among NT transmitters from both maps,

the best set of NT correspondences is obtained based on the distances between

transmitters, following a least squares criterion.

3. Translation and rotation are estimated to match the NT associated transmitters

from prior and user maps. The prior map is transformed.

4. After the prior map transformation, the positions of unassociated transmitters

from prior and user maps are compared. If two unassociated transmitters are

close enough, a new correspondence or association has been found.

5. Prior and user maps are combined. In this process all associated transmitters are

merged. Unassociated transmitters are simply added to the combined map.
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Figure 3.4.- Standard method operation example, NT = 3. Transmitters are represented

by triangles, circles and squares in the user, prior and combined maps, respectively. The

transmitters' correspondences found by the method are represented by colors.

Since the transmitters' positions are represented by particle clouds, the mean

positions are used for the distance calculation between transmitters in step 2. Further-

more, in the �nal map combination from step 5, the transmitters' particle clouds from

associated transmitters are merged. Then, the grid resampling algorithm described in

Subsection 2.2.3 is applied to reduce the number of particles.

3.3.1.2.- Rotation method

This map matching method has been speci�cally developed by the author of the

present Master's thesis, and it is named rotation method because of its operation. It

is based on �nding the highest number of correspondences between transmitters from

user and prior maps. The steps of this method are described as follows:

1. Randomly, one transmitter from the user and from the prior map are assumed to

correspond: a transmitter association is established. Through this association,

the translation between maps is obtained.

2. The prior map is translated and, using a certain rotation step, it is rotated along

the 360 degrees. In each rotation step, the number of associated transmitters,

i.e. transmitters from the prior map whose distance to a transmitter from the

user map is lower than a certain distance threshold, is stored along with the

translation and rotation applied.

3. Steps 1 and 2 are repeated along all possible transmitters' combinations, or until

the number of associated transmitters is high enough. The transformation pa-

rameters that provide the highest number of associations are taken as a solution.

4. Prior and user maps are combined: associated transmitters are merged, while

unassociated transmitters are plainly added to the combined map.
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As in the standard method, the mean positions of the transmitters' particle clouds

are used when �nding correspondences in step 2. Again, the transmitters' particle

clouds from associated transmitters are merged in step 4, and the grid resampling

algorithm is applied to reduce the number of particles.

The rotation method operation is outlined in Figure 3.5, using the same user and

prior maps from the standard method example. The �nal combination step is omitted.

Figure 3.5.- Rotation method operation example. Transmitters are represented by triangles

and circles in the user and prior maps, respectively. The transmitters' correspondences found

by the method are represented by colors. The map combination is omitted.

3.3.1.3.- Classical methods problem

Map matching methods based on the relative position of the transmitters may

fail when symmetries in the transmitters' locations exist. This problem can appear in

common indoor scenarios, depending on the transmitters used for �nding the transfor-

mation parameters, and it aggravates in nearly symmetrical scenarios, where almost

every possible combination of transmitters presents ambiguities.

This ambiguity problem is shown through a simple example in Figure 3.6. The

user map is formed by three transmitters with the same distances between them, while

the prior map includes an additional transmitter, whose position could be useful to

improve the user map. The problem resides in the lack of information to perform

the map matching: it is not possible to determine which of the three possible map

combinations is correct.

In this example, a wrong combination would introduce false information in the

user map, which could lead into an erroneous performance of the whole algorithm. In

addition, once the map combination is performed, the resulting map may be shared

with other users, and the error could be propagated.
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Figure 3.6.- Problem of the classical map matching methods: ambiguity in the transmitters'

correspondences. Transmitters are represented by triangles and circles in the user and prior

maps, respectively. Transmitters' correspondences are represented by colors.

The main motivation to introduce additional information of transmitters in the

Channel-SLAM maps, as the visibility information, is to tackle the described ambiguity

problem.

3.3.2.- Check Stage based on Visibility

For handling the ambiguity problem, the map visibility metric from Section 3.2

is incorporated into the �nal part of a classical map matching method. The operation

of the resulting generic method is described as follows:

1. A classical map matching method is used to obtain an ordered list formed by

estimated transformation parameters. The list is ordered following the classical

method criterion.

2. Using the �rst matching parameters of the list, the whole prior map, i.e. trans-

mitters' positions and hexagon map, is translated and rotated.

3. The visibility mismatch ratio Vratio between the user and the transformed prior

maps is calculated and compared with a visibility threshold Vthreshold.

If the ratio is higher than the threshold, the method goes back to step 2, using

in this case the next matching parameters of the list. Otherwise, a solution has

been found.

4. Prior and user maps are combined: associated transmitters are merged, unasso-

ciated transmitters are simply incorporated into the combined map, and prior

and user hexagon maps are added.
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The described generic method is compatible with every classical map matching

method based on transmitters' locations. The usage of di�erent classical methods in

step 1 leads to distinct map matching solutions because they follow a di�erent criterion.

In order to facilitate the comparison of the hexagon maps, the same �xed hexagon

grid is used to store the visibility information. In the hexagon map transformations,

only the centers of the hexagons are rotated and translated; the grid remains static.

Then, the information contained in the original hexagons is incorporated into the

hexagons of the �xed grid where the hexagon centers fall after being transformed.

This is, a hexagon map transformation involves the rotation and translation of the

information contained in the map, not the rotation of the hexagons themselves.

The visibility threshold Vthreshold used in step 3 represents the allowed number of

overlapped hexagons in which the visibility information from the user and prior map

mismatches, referred to the total number of overlapped hexagons. It becomes possible

to control how restrictive the method is through its value.

The map combination from step 4 is actually carried out during the visibility

mismatch ratio calculation from step 3: both operations require to go through the user

and prior hexagon maps, being possible to be performed at the same time. However,

they have been listed separately because they represent di�erent tasks.

Furthermore, the hexagon map combination performed in step 4 involves a visi-

bility information combination. Non-common hexagons from user and prior maps are

plainly incorporated into the combined map, and their visibility information is not

modi�ed. Nevertheless, the hth common hexagon weighted counters of the combined

map regarding the jth transmitter are given by the sum of the counters of the individual

maps as follows:

W<h,j>
Y, c = W<h,j>

Y, u +W<h,j>
Y, p , (3.15)

W<h,j>
N, c = W<h,j>

N, u +W<h,j>
N, p , (3.16)

where the subscripts c, u and p are referred to the combined, user and prior maps,

respectively. These combinations represent the hexagon map reliability increase.

Going back to the example depicted in Figure 3.6, the generic map matching

method described in this subsection would be able to obtain the correct combined map

if the visibility areas of at least one of the used transmitters di�er from the rest.

In other map combinations where the described ambiguity problem is not present

and the solution provided by the map matching method is not modi�ed by the check

stage, the visibility metric can be useful for other purposes. For example, its value can

be interpreted as a reliability metric of the combined map, and used for comparing the

performance of di�erent classical map matching methods.
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4.- Evaluations and Results

The practical developed work is described in this chapter. Simulations are used to

evaluate the performance of the map matching methods with the inclusion of the check

stage based on visibility information from Subsection 3.3.2. The MATLAB software is

used to carry out such simulations.

In order to perform the map matching, maps need to be generated. This process is

described in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the map matching performance of the classical

methods with and without the check stage are compared. The in�uence of the hexagon

size in the map matching performance is also evaluated. Finally, the complexity of the

developed check stage is studied in Section 4.3.

4.1.- Estimation of Maps

A simpli�ed version of Channel-SLAM has been implemented to obtain several

maps. As described in Chapter 2, the Channel-SLAM approach is composed of two

stages: the parameter and the position estimation. The second stage performs SLAM

using the parameters of the signal components estimated in the �rst stage.

The conducted implementation of Channel-SLAM corresponds to the second stage

of the method: position estimation. As inputs, AOA and TOA estimates are created

after adding AWGN to their true value. Furthermore, measurements coming from an

IMU are emulated with the addition of AWGN to the true user speed and heading.

The visibility map estimation described in Section 3.1 is also incorporated into

the Channel-SLAM implemented version. Therefore, the hexagon maps are created and

augmented during the algorithm operation, and the transmitters' visibility information

can be used in the map matching process for solving ambiguities among transmitters'

associations. As already explained, such ambiguities are caused by symmetries in the

transmitters' positions, which in turn can be caused by symmetries in the scenario.

The �nal objective of the performance analysis is to observe the e�ect of the

visibility information inclusion in the map matching process. Thus, a nearly symmetric

indoor scenario is created to perform the simulations. Figure 4.1 shows a top view of the

challenging scenario, where black lines represent re�ecting walls, and the red triangle

labeled Tx0 is a physical transmitter. Single re�ections of the signal broadcasted by Tx0

create the virtual transmitters represented by the pink triangles. Virtual transmitters

are labeled with the number of the wall that interacts with Tx0 to create them. Users

can only move within the depicted room.
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Figure 4.1.- Nearly symmetric indoor scenario. Black lines represent re�ecting walls, while

physical and virtual transmitters are outlined by red and pink triangles, respectively.

The physical transmitter Tx0 is located in the center of the room, at the same

distance from walls 1 to 4, creating symmetries among virtual transmitters vTx1 to

vTx4. Thus, if the transformation parameters are obtained only using the positions of

the physical transmitter Tx0 and the virtual transmitters vTx1 to vTx4, or a subset of

them, ambiguities in the transmitters' correspondences appear and the map matching

may fail. The usage of vTx5 and/or vTx6 can solve the ambiguity, but they are only

seen in a small region of the map. It is thus likely that the position uncertainty for

these two transmitters is high, and they cannot be used in the map matching process,

as explained in Subsection 3.3.1. Therefore, a poor performance of the classical map

matching methods is expected in this scenario.

To provide a complete description of the simulation scenario, the true discretized

visibility areas of the transmitters are outlined in Figure 4.2, using a hexagon side

length of 1 meter. Transmitters Tx0, vTx1 and vTx4 can be seen in the whole room,

and they cannot be distinguished by means of the visibility information. Nevertheless,

the obstacle from the top right makes the visibility areas of transmitters vTx2 and

vTx3 to di�er from the rest and from each other. Depending on the user trajectory,

the visibility information can make the di�erence in the map matching process and

solve the association ambiguities.

As outlined in Figure 4.2 (e), the visibility area of vTx6 is very small. Even if

the user travel through that area, the transmitter particles may not converge to the

transmitter position as described in Subsection 2.2.3. High variance position estimates

are not used in the map matching process; consequently, vTx6 is not expected to be

used in any transformation parameters obtainment.
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(a) Tx0, vTx1, vTx4 (b) vTx2 (c) vTx3

(d) vTx5 (e) vTx6

Figure 4.2.- The actual discretized transmitters' visibility areas are drawn over the simulation

scenario �oor plan. The hexagon side length used is 1 meter. Hexagon colors represent the

transmitter visibility likelihood: from green/visible to red/non-visible.

The discretization of the space allows to reduce the complexity of the visibility

mapping problem, but the borders between visible and non-visible regions cannot be

perfectly suited. As explained in Section 3.1, there is a trade-o� between the accuracy

in the visibility maps and the computational complexity: the lower the hexagon size,

the better the accuracy in the visibility information and the higher the map managing

computational complexity.

An objective of the present evaluation chapter is to show such trade-o� existence

through simulation results. For that purpose, the implemented Channel-SLAM algo-

rithm simultaneously estimates the transmitters' visibility areas through three hexagon

maps with di�erent hexagon sizes. At the end of a Channel-SLAM simulation, three

maps with exactly the same transmitters' position estimates but di�erent visibility

information are obtained. Then, fair comparisons between the map matching results

using di�erent hexagon sizes can be made. In particular, the hexagon side lengths used

in simulations are 2, 1 and 0.5 meters.

In order to obtain several maps to perform multiple map matching evaluations,

14 user trajectories with di�erent length, area covered and geometry are created. Such

tracks are drawn in blue over the indoor scenario �oor plan in Figure 4.3. Altogether,

15 maps are generated per hexagon size: 14 are created through the Channel-SLAM

simulations over these trajectories, and the remaining one is the true map.
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(a) Track 01 (b) Track 02 (c) Track 03 (d) Track 04 (e) Track 05

(f) Track 06 (g) Track 07 (h) Track 08 (i) Track 09 (j) Track 10

(k) Track 11 (l) Track 12 (m) Track 13 (n) Track 14

Figure 4.3.- The user tracks are drawn in blue over the indoor scenario �oor plan. Each track

starting and �nal points are labeled START and END, respectively.

In every simulation each user moves with a constant speed of 1 m/s. TOA and

AOA estimates are obtained every 100 ms, along with speed and heading estimates. No

prior knowledge of the environment is known by the user, i.e. walls and transmitters'

positions are assumed as unknown.

An example of a Channel-SLAM simulation is shown in Figure 4.4. The track

10 from Figure 4.3 (j) is used. The represented illustration corresponds to the last

time step of the simulation: the true position of the user at the end of the simulation

is sketched as a red cross, while its position estimation is represented by the yellow

particle cloud. The true and estimated user trajectories are depicted in blue and dark

red, respectively. The estimated map, i.e. transmitters' particle clouds and visibility

hexagon map, is also drawn over the �oor plan. The side length of the represented

hexagons is 1 meter, and they are not �lled for a better visualization; however, visibility

information of all the transmitters is contained in them. Di�erent colors have been

selected to distinguish the particle clouds that estimate the position of each transmitter.

As it can be seen, the virtual transmitters vTx5 and vTx6 are not represented

nor estimated since they are never seen by the user. This means that classical map

matching methods may fail when using the obtained map in the process, whether as

user or prior map, due to symmetries in the estimated positions of the transmitters

vTx1 to vTx4.
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Figure 4.4.- Last step of a Channel-SLAM simulation over the track 10. Black lines are

re�ecting walls, and the physical and virtual transmitters are represented by the red and

pink triangles, respectively. The true user position at the last time step is denoted by a red

cross, while the estimated user position is depicted by the yellow particle cloud. The true

and estimated user tracks are drawn in blue and dark red, respectively. The estimated map,

formed by the transmitters' particle clouds and the visibility hexagon map, is also drawn.

In the previous simulation, the user initial position and heading were assumed

as known to properly draw the estimated map, user position and trajectory over the

�oor plan. However, at the end of the simulation a randomly rotated and translated

version of the map is stored, as if the initial position and heading were unknown. The

randomly transformed maps are the ones used in the map matching evaluations in

future sections, as if every user were in its own local coordinate system.

Figure 4.5 shows the map obtained in the previous simulation before and after

being randomly transformed, i.e. assuming that the user initial position and heading

were available and unavailable, respectively. A di�erent color has been used to draw the

position estimation of each transmitter, while the transmitters' mean position estimates

are depicted by black crosses.

Again, each hexagon of the drawn visibility maps has a side length of 1 meter.

However, the maps with hexagon side lengths of 2 and 0.5 meters obtained in the

Channel-SLAM simulation are also transformed using exactly the same rotation and

translation parameters. In this way, the map matching performance using a di�erent

hexagon size can be fairly compared in future sections.
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(a) Map (b) Randomly transformed map

Figure 4.5.- Channel-SLAM maps obtained from the simulation depicted in Figure 4.4. In (a),

the initial position and heading of the user are known. In (b), the original map is randomly

transformed to emulate unknown initial user position and heading.

The map depicted in Figure 4.5 (b) is the information that a speci�c user, who

uses a certain local coordinate system, has about the environment. In the original

conception of Channel-SLAM, a map was only composed of the transmitters' posi-

tions. Now, visibility information of every transmitter is stored in each hexagon of the

visibility grid map.

4.2.- Map Matching Performance

The main objective of this section is to compare the performance of the classical

map matching methods with and without the inclusion of the check stage based on

visibility from Subsection 3.3.2. This evaluation is carried out in Subsection 4.2.1,

while the in�uence of the hexagon size in the map matching performance is analyzed

in Subsection 4.2.2.

After conducting the Channel-SLAM simulations over the 14 user tracks, and

taking into account the true map of the scenario, 15 maps are available per hexagon

size to evaluate the map matching methods performance. Using these maps as user

and prior maps in the map matching process, 105 map combinations can be carried

out per hexagon size and for each map matching method.

The number of successful map combinations out of the 105 total combinations

is used to evaluate the performance of the di�erent map matching methods with and

without the check stage, and with di�erent con�gurations. This ratio is called success

rate hereafter. The success criterion used to obtain the verdict on each map combina-

tion is speci�ed as follows.
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• If the transmitters' associations among user and prior maps provided by the map

matching method are wrong, the map combination is regarded as unsuccessful.

• In case a transmitter correspondence is not detected, leading to a transmitter

duplicity in the combined map, the map combination is regarded as unsuccessful.

Nevertheless, if a certain transmitter correspondence is not detected but there is

a big error in the user or prior maps regarding that transmitter, the error is not

considered as a map matching error.

The initial errors of the original 15 maps are detected after comparing them with

a true map template. In particular, an error in a transmitter location is detected

when it is further than 2 meters from its true position.

• The resulting combined map is also compared with the true map template. In

case a transmitter of the combined map is further than 2 meters from its true

position, the map combination is regarded as unsuccessful.

Again, initial errors from the original maps that are being combined, i.e. user

and prior maps, are not counted as map matching errors.

• In case the map matching cannot be performed by a certain classical method, the

evaluation cannot be carried out neither with or without the check stage. Thus,

the corresponding map combination is not taken into account in the success rate.

This phenomenon can happen with certain methods' con�gurations. For example,

using the standard method from Subsection 3.3.1.1 with NT transmitters, the

map matching cannot be performed if user and prior maps do not contain reliable

information of, at least, NT transmitters.

• In case a classical map matching method achieves a successful map combination,

but the inclusion of the check stage makes the method to not rely on any solution,

the verdict of the method with the check stage is unsuccessful.

• In case a classical map matching method achieves an unsuccessful map combina-

tion, and the inclusion of the check stage makes the method to not rely on any

solution, the verdict of the method with the check stage is successful.

In summary, if a certain method �nds a map combination, the correspondences

among transmitters from user and prior maps are correct, and no errors in the combined

map transmitters' positions caused by the map matching are found, the combination

is regarded as successful. In case the check stage inclusion makes a certain method to

stop considering its solution as reliable, the verdict of the method with the check stage

is the opposed to the verdict of the method without the check stage.
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4.2.1.- Check Stage In�uence

Once the success criterion has been de�ned, the performance of the map matching

methods described in Subsection 3.3.1 with and without the check stage based on

visibility information is evaluated. In particular, the success rates of 4 methods with

and without the check stage are compared in this subsection: rotation method, and

standard method using NT = 2, 3 and 4 transmitters. For performing this comparison,

the Channel-SLAM maps with a hexagon side length of 1 meter are used.

Before showing the global results, a single map matching simulation is depicted

in Figure 4.6 as an example. The standard method with and without the check stage

is used in this simulation, with NT = 3. The user and prior maps used in the map

combination correspond to the tracks 01 and 14, respectively, from Figure 4.3. For

a better visualization, they are represented without being rotated and translated in

Figures 4.6 (a) and (b). Nevertheless, the randomly transformed versions of these

maps are the ones used in the map matching.

The combined maps obtained by the standard method with and without the check

stage are represented in Figures 4.6 (d) and (c), respectively. Even though the visibility

hexagon maps are not used by the method without the check stage, they are drawn to

highlight di�erences with the solution obtained by the method with the check stage.

As it can be seen in Figure 4.6 (a), the user map does not contain estimates for

the transmitters vTx5 and vTx6. Thus, only the information of the transmitters Tx0

and vTx1 to vTx4 can be used. However, symmetries in the transmitters' estimated

positions are present. These symmetries make the standard method without the check

stage to fail because it only relies on the transmitters' locations: the combined map

from Figure 4.6 (c) contains false information about the transmitter vTx5 location,

which is estimated to be above the room instead of on its right hand side.

When using the standard method with the check stage, the transmitters' visibility

information allows to distinguish the virtual transmitter vTx3 from the rest, since it

cannot be seen in the upper part of the scenario. This, in turn, allows to solve the

ambiguities in the transmitters' associations, and the transformation parameters can

be estimated with a good accuracy. The combined map obtained by this method from

Figure 4.6 (d) is a successfully augmented version of the user map from Figure 4.6 (a).

Following the success criterion, the map combination performed by the standard

method without the check stage is unsuccessful because the associations among trans-

mitters from user and prior map used for obtaining the transformation parameters are

wrong. For its part, the map combination performed by the standard method with

the check stage is successful: transmitters' associations are correct, there are no trans-

mitters' duplicities, and the transmitters' estimated positions are close to their true

position.
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(a) User map, track 01 (b) Prior map, track 14

(c) Combined map, method without check stage (d) Combined map, method with check stage

Figure 4.6.- Map combination example using the standard method with and without the

check stage, with NT = 3. Di�erent colors are used to distinguish the transmitters' positions

estimates, and the visibility hexagon maps are also represented. The transmitters' mean

position estimates are depicted by black crosses. In (c), the method fails due to the ambiguity

introduced by the symmetric location of the transmitters vTx1 to vTx4, while in (d), the check

stage usage leads to a successful match.

Finally, the performance results obtained after conducting the 105 map combi-

nations per implemented method are shown in Table 4.1. The successful, unsuccessful

and total number of combinations is speci�ed in each case, along with the obtained

success rate. The results of the map matching methods with the check stage based on

visibility are emphasized in blue. As explained in the success criterion de�nition, some

map combinations are not taken into account in the results of certain con�gurations of

the methods, because the map matching could not be performed.
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Map matching method Successful Unsuccessful Total Success rate

Rotation 19 86 105 18.10%

Rotation + Check stage 40 65 105 38.10%

Standard, NT = 2 31 74 105 29.52%

Standard, NT = 2 + Check stage 61 44 105 58.10%

Standard, NT = 3 27 75 102 26.47%

Standard, NT = 3 + Check stage 80 22 102 78.43%

Standard, NT = 4 32 62 94 34.04%

Standard, NT = 4 + Check stage 79 15 94 84.04%

Table 4.1.- Performance results of map matching methods obtained through simulations. The

hexagon side length of the visibility maps is �xed to 1 meter. The results of the methods

with the check stage based on visibility are highlighted in blue.

As expected, the performance of the map matching methods only based on the

relative position of the transmitters is very poor in the simulated scenario due to the

high amount of symmetries in the transmitters' positions. The standard method using 4

transmitters to obtain the transformation parameters only has a success rate of 34.04%

percent, while the performance of the rest of the evaluated methods is even worse.

The inclusion of the check stage based on visibility considerably increases the

success rate of every evaluated map matching method in this challenging scenario.

The success rate gets doubled in the rotation and the standard method with NT = 2,

while using NT = 3 it gets tripled. Finally, the success rate of the standard method

using 4 transmitters increases by 50%, reaching the 84.04% of success. These results

show that the inclusion of the check stage at the �nal part of a map matching method

allows to avoid transmitters' correspondences ambiguities produced by symmetries in

the transmitters' locations.

4.2.2.- Hexagon Size In�uence

As already mentioned, the hexagon size controls a trade-o� relation between the

accuracy in the visibility information contained in a hexagon map, and its computa-

tional complexity. The goal of this subsection is to determine if the accuracy in the

visibility information, i.e. the hexagon size of a visibility map, has an in�uence in the

map matching performance on methods with the check stage.

Thus, the success rate of the standard method with the check stage is calculated

using the maps with di�erent hexagon sizes obtained in Section 4.1. These maps con-

tain exactly the same transmitters' position estimates, but di�erent visibility hexagon

maps. In particular, 15 maps are available per hexagon size that allow to perform fair

comparisons through the simulation results. The hexagon side lengths of these maps

are 2, 1 and 0.5 meters.
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The results obtained after performing all the map combinations with di�erent

con�gurations of the standard method are summarized in Table 4.2. The number of

transmitters used by the standard method to �nd the transformation parameters varies

from 2 to 4. The performance results using 1 meter as hexagon side length have been

already shown in Table 4.1.

Con�guration Results

NT Hexagon side length Successful Failure Total Success rate

2 2 m 52 53 105 49.52%

3 2 m 72 30 102 70.59%

4 2 m 73 21 94 77.66%

2 1 m 61 44 105 58.10%

3 1 m 80 22 102 78.43%

4 1 m 79 15 94 84.04%

2 0.5 m 65 40 105 61.90%

3 0.5 m 82 20 102 80.39%

4 0.5 m 80 14 94 85.11%

Table 4.2.- Performance results of the standard map matching method with the check stage.

The number of transmitters used in �nding the transformation parameters is varied from 2

to 4, and three hexagon side lengths are considered: 2, 1 and 0.5 meters.

The success rates obtained show that the decrease of the hexagon size involves,

thanks to the improvement in the visibility information accuracy, an improvement in

the performance of the map matching methods with the check stage based on trans-

mitters' visibility. This improvement is achieved in all evaluated con�gurations of the

standard method: NT = 2, 3 and 4 transmitters.

When moving from using a hexagon side length of 2 meters to 1 meter, the

performance improvement is signi�cant: the success rate increases 6.38, 7.84 and 8.58

percentage points for NT = 2, 3 and 4, respectively. However, this improvement gets

lowered to 1.07, 1.96 and 3.80 percentage points, respectively, when moving from 1

meter to 0.5 meters. This allows to suspect that at some point, with a speci�c hexagon

size, the visibility information of the transmitters would be almost perfectly suited

and better results could not be obtained. In fact, a hexagon size reduction may lead

to a smaller overlapping between user and prior maps. If the hexagon size reduction

makes the maps to not overlap, the comparison of the visibility information cannot be

performed.

Finally, the comparison of the results from Tables 4.1 and 4.2 shows that even

the usage of a hexagon side length of 2 meters in the transmitters' visibility estimation

can considerably improve the performance of the classical map matching methods.

A hexagon side length of 2 meters involves a hexagon area of 10.39 square meters.
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Only around 40 hexagons of that size are needed to cover the whole scenario depicted

in Figure 4.1. In this situation, the transmitters' visibility areas are not accurately

suited, but the inclusion of the check stage still makes the di�erence on the map

matching performance. For example, the success rate of the standard method with

NT = 4 gets increased from 34.04% to 77.66%.

4.3.- Check Stage Complexity

In the previous section it has been shown that the inclusion of the check stage

developed in the present Master's thesis can improve the performance of the classical

map matching methods in challenging scenarios, where symmetries in the transmitters'

positions arise. Nevertheless, the inclusion of the check stage at the end of a map

matching method involves a computational complexity increase.

According to the operation of a generic map matching method with the check

stage described in Subsection 3.3.2, the computational increase is clearly marked by

two factors. The �rst one is the number of times that the check stage is performed,

i.e. the number of times that a solution found by the method based on the position

of the transmitters is rejected after checking the transmitters' visibility information.

This is analyzed in Subsection 4.3.1. The second factor is the size of the user and

prior maps that are being combined. Based on the size of the user and prior maps, the

computational complexity of the check stage is theoretically studied and experimentally

veri�ed in Subsection 4.3.2.

4.3.1.- List Size In�uence

In the operation of a map matching method with the check stage, the original

method only based on the transmitters' positions is used to create a list with transfor-

mation parameters, ordered by its own reliability criterion. For example, the standard

method criterion is based on �nding the summed up minimum squared distance di�er-

ences among NT associated transmitters from both maps. In such case, the list would

be ordered by those distance di�erences. Then, using the parameters of the �rst entry

in the list, the prior map is transformed to match the user map, and the visibility mis-

match ratio is obtained. If the visibility information of the maps is similar, the solution

is regarded as reliable and the maps are combined. In case the visibility information of

the maps di�ers, the next entry in the list is evaluated. This process is repeated until

a reliable solution is found, or until the last entry of the list is checked.

The number of times that the check stage is going to be performed cannot be

determined. However, the size of the parameter list can be limited. In this subsec-

tion, the performance of the standard map matching method with the check stage is

evaluated through simulations, varying the maximum size of the parameter list.
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In order to analyze the simulation results, some aspects of the success criterion

need to be emphasized. As explained in the criterion de�nition, it is not necessary

for the map matching method with the check stage to obtain a combined map to

be successful. If the original method reaches a wrong solution, and the check stage

inclusion avoids that wrong solution, it is regarded as successful even though it does

not provide a combined map, because it is still detecting and avoiding errors.

Such a case happens if the parameter list size is short. In most map combinations,

the solution achieved by the method with the check stage, and without list size restric-

tions, is not in the �rst entries of the list. Thus, if the list size is limited, the check

stage avoids wrong solutions, being successful, but it does not provide a combined map

as a solution. In order to properly evaluate the list size in�uence, the ratio between

the number of successful combined maps obtained and the total map combinations is

also calculated and provided in the simulation results. Such a rate is a part of the total

success rate.

The hexagon maps with a hexagon side length of 1 meter are used as user and

prior maps in the simulations. The standard map matching method with the check

stage is used for �nding the map combinations with NT = 3 and 4 transmitters, and

the list size is varied from 1 to 250 entries. Altogether, 105 simulations are performed

per method con�guration and per list size. As mentioned, both the success rate and

the number of successful combined maps obtained out of the total number of map

combinations, per method con�guration and list size, are calculated.

Figures 4.7 (a) and (b) show the simulation results obtained by the standard

method with the check stage as a function of the maximum list size, using NT = 3 and

4 transmitters, respectively. The success rate is depicted in blue, while the percentage

of successfully combined maps obtained is drawn in dark orange. The di�erence of these

two ratios corresponds to the percentage of wrong solutions avoided by the method with

the check stage, without providing a combined map. As a reference, the success rate

of the standard method without the check stage is drawn in black.

Simulation results show that even the usage of a short list has major advantages

over the method without the check stage. For example, carrying out the check stage

only once, i.e. �xing the list size at 1, considerably increases the robustness of the

map matching through the avoidance of wrong map combinations. In this situation,

the percentage of successful map combinations equals the success rate of the method

without the check stage, since no more solutions are tried.

As the list size grows, the success rate slightly decreases. This is caused because

more solutions are evaluated and, in some of them, ambiguities in the transmitters'

visibility areas make the check stage to be unable to detect and avoid wrong solutions.

Nevertheless, the list size growth also increases the number of successful combined

maps obtained. On balance, the usage of larger list sizes is preferable.
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(a) Standard method with check stage, NT = 3 (b) Standard method with check stage, NT = 4

Figure 4.7.- Simulation results of the standard method with the check stage as a function of

the maximum list size. The results have been obtained after performing 105 simulations per

con�guration and hexagon size. The success rate and the percentage of successful combined

maps obtained are drawn in blue and dark orange, respectively. The performance of the

standard method without the check stage is depicted in black.

Apart from previous conclusions, the simulation results show that the list size

of a method with the check stage can be limited to some value without decreasing its

performance. In the particular con�gurations of the simulated standard method, the

results show that the list size can be �xed to 30 and 24 entries, respectively, when using

NT = 3 and 4 transmitters. For larger list sizes, the calculated rates remain constant

and the success rate values are the ones already shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 for the

same methods' con�gurations, where no list size restrictions were applied.

Hence, even though the number of times that the check stage is performed cannot

be exactly determined, the maximum list size can be �xed without a performance loss.

That maximum list size can be used as an upper bound in the calculation of the check

stage complexity.

4.3.2.- Map Size In�uence

In this subsection, the computational complexity of the check stage is obtained

and evaluated through simulation results. The asymptotic behavior of the check stage

is analyzed through the Big O notation, usually denoted as O. This notation is used

to express the worst-case scenario for a given algorithm by providing an upper bound

for its growth rate.

As described in Subsection 3.3.2, the visibility mismatch ratio calculation requires

to go through user and prior maps to look for their common hexagons and compare

their visibility information. Operations inside the nested loop are independent from

any algorithm input, and assumed as time-constant.
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The check stage also needs to perform some operations for each associated trans-

mitter. However, these operations are omitted in the check stage asymptotic behavior

calculation because the number of associated transmitters is assumed to be constant.

With this, the complexity of a single run of the check stage can be delimited by

O (Nhex,u ·Nhex,p), being Nhex,u and Nhex,p the number of hexagons of the user and prior

maps, respectively. In fact, this asymptotic behavior also includes the combined map

obtainment: the map combination is performed in the same nested loop for avoiding

a large number of operations. Then, if the visibility information of the user and prior

maps mismatch, the combined map is discarded.

The asymptotic behavior of a single run of the check stage has been already

calculated. However, if the visibility information of the maps that are combined di�ers,

the prior map needs to be transformed again, using this time the parameters of the

next entry of the list. Therefore, the prior map transformation complexity should be

included as a part of the check stage complexity.

The prior map transformation requires to rotate and translate both the trans-

mitters and the hexagon map. Again, the number of transmitters is assumed to be

constant, being omitted in the asymptotic behavior calculation. In the hexagon map

transformation, the center of each hexagon is rotated and translated over a �xed grid.

The information of the original hexagon is incorporated into the hexagon of the �xed

grid where the center falls after being transformed. Two hexagons of the initial prior

map can fall into the same hexagon of the �xed grid; thus, a neested loop needs to

be used to check if the current hexagon of the prior map that is transformed already

exists in the transformed map.

The size of the outer loop is �xed to the number of hexagons of the prior map

Nhex,p, while the size of the inner loop corresponds to the number of hexagons of the

transformed map, which is initially empty but grows during the process. In the worst

case, every hexagon of the prior map, after being transformed, creates a new hexagon

in the transformed map, augmenting its size in 1 hexagon per iteration and ending in a

Nhex,p size. The number of total iterations in this situation is N
2
hex,p/2−Nhex,p/2. Using

the Big O notation, the complexity of the map transformation is given by O
(
N2

hex,p

)
.

Finally, the complexity of a single run of the check stage including the prior map

transformation and the map combination results in O
(
Nhex,u ·Nhex,p +N2

hex,p

)
.

In order to verify the asymptotic behavior of the check stage, including and not

including the prior map transformation, the corresponding elapsed times of every check

stage iteration have been stored for all performed simulations of the standard method

with NT = 3. The usage of the 15 initial maps with 3 hexagon sizes as user and prior

maps allow to perform 315 simulations, with di�erent number of hexagons per map.

These simulations have been repeated 20 times, and in each one the check stage is

performed more than once. These two facts allow to average the measured times.
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The measured times of the check stage including the map combination are repre-

sented in Figure 4.8 (a) as a function of the product Nhex,u ·Nhex,p. In Figure 4.8 (b),

the averaged elapsed times of the check stage incorporating both the map combination

and the prior map transformation are drawn as a function of Nhex,u ·Nhex,p +N2
hex,p. In

order to evaluate the asymptotic behavior of the check stage, in both cases the elapsed

times are represented as a function of high values of the inputs Nhex,u and Nhex,p.

(a) Not including prior map transformation (b) Including prior map transformation

Figure 4.8.- Check stage complexity behavior obtained through simulations for the standard

method with NT = 3. In (a), the prior map transformation is not taken into account in

the measured times. In (b), the whole check stage time was measured, including prior map

transformation, visibility mismatch ratio calculation and evaluation, and map combination.

A linear regression is included in both illustrations to emphasize their behavior in relation to

the x axes.

Both �gures show, for the represented high values of the check stage algorithm

inputs Nhex,u and Nhex,p, a linear behavior in relation to the represented x axes. This

fact con�rms the theoretically estimated asymptotic behavior of the check stage. As

shown in Figure 4.8 (a), the computational cost of the check stage itself, including

the map combination process, behaves as O (Nhex,u ·Nhex,p). The inclusion of the prior

map transformation, needed for calculating the visibility mismatch ratio and obtaining

the combined map, makes that behavior change to O
(
Nhex,u ·Nhex,p +N2

hex,p

)
.

The obtained behavior corresponds to a single run of the check stage. Assuming

that the list size studied in the previous subsection is limited to a certain value Nlist, the

prior map transformation, visibility mismatch ratio calculation and map combination

would be performed, in the worst case, Nlist times. Thus, the global computational

complexity is given by O
(
Nlist(Nhex,u ·Nhex,p +N2

hex,p)
)
.

The number of hexagons of a map is closely related to the hexagon size: the

smaller the hexagon size, the higher the number of hexagons needed to cover the same

area. Thus, the obtained asymptotic behavior con�rms the trade-o� relation between

the map matching method with check stage performance, analyzed in Section 4.2 in

terms of success rate, and computational complexity.
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5.- Conclusions and Outlook

For concluding the present Master's thesis, a summary of the performed work

and the main outcomes derived from such work are included in Section 5.1. Finally, a

generic outlook is provided in Section 5.2.

5.1.- Conclusions

The Channel-SLAM position accuracy can be improved if prior information of

the scenario, i.e. transmitters' locations, is obtained. In multiple user scenarios, map

estimations from other users can be obtained through crowd-sourcing. Nevertheless,

each user creates its map in a local coordinate system. In order to use the maps from

other users, transformation parameters need to be estimated in the map matching

process.

Classical map matching methods are only based on the transmitters' positions,

since those positions were the only information contained in the Channel-SLAM maps.

However, symmetries in the transmitters' locations may lead to errors in the map

matching process. A wrong map combination can introduce false information in the

user map, which may lead to a divergence of the Channel-SLAM algorithm. Further-

more, the erroneous map can be shared, in turn, with other users, and the error can

be propagated.

In the present Master's thesis, the transmitters' visibility areas have been used to

improve the robustness of the map matching methods. For this purpose, three di�erent

tasks have been performed.

Firstly, a suitable way to store the transmitters' visibility information during the

Channel-SLAM operation has been developed. A grid map formed by hexagons is

used for this purpose. With this, the classical Channel-SLAM map has been changed

from a feature map to a hybrid map. Now, along with the transmitters' estimated

positions, a hexagon grid map with transmitters' visibility information is included in

the Channel-SLAM map.

Secondly, a visibility metric has been developed to make use of the transmitters'

visibility information stored in the Channel-SLAM maps. This visibility metric allows

to compare two maps in terms of visibility information, given a set of correspondences

between the transmitters of the user and the prior maps. The developed visibility

metric considers the reliability of the transmitters' visibility information that the maps

contain.
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Finally, a check stage that makes use of the visibility metric has been created to

improve the performance of the Channel-SLAM map matching methods. This check

stage is compatible with every already developed map matching method based on the

transmitters' positions.

Although the developed visibility map estimation, metric and check stage have

been conceived to speci�cally be used in Channel-SLAM, they can be applied to other

positioning methods based on anchors or landmarks that are visible only in certain

areas.

In order to prove the usefulness of the developed techniques based on visibility

information in the map matching process, a simpli�ed version of Channel-SLAM as well

as two con�gurable map matching methods based on transmitters' positions have been

implemented in a simulation software. One of the map matching methods, used for ob-

taining the greater part of the simulation results and so-called standard method in this

thesis, has been extracted from [7]. The other map matching method, named rotation

method, has been designed from scratch. For its part, the performed implementation

of Channel-SLAM is based on [4] and [30].

The developed visibility map estimation has been included in the Channel-SLAM

implementation to be able to generate Channel-SLAM hybrid maps by means of sim-

ulations. A di�erent version of the standard and rotation methods has been created

after including the created check stage based on visibility information in their �nal

part. Thus, the performance of the methods with and without the check stage can be

compared.

A nearly symmetric scenario, which leads to symmetries in the transmitters'

positions, has been created to hold the performance comparisons. This scenario has

been selected due to the performance of the classical map matching methods only

based on transmitters' locations is expected to be very poor. Then, it can be seen if

the inclusion of the developed check stage can improve such performance.

In addition, 14 user tracks, with di�erent length and geometry, have been created

to perform the Channel-SLAM simulations and obtain di�erent maps. In each Channel-

SLAM simulation, three di�erent hexagon sizes have been used to create the maps.

Thus, three maps with di�erent hexagon sizes are obtained per simulation, which allow

to carry out fair map matching performance comparisons depending on the hexagon

size. A true map of the scenario has also been created for each hexagon size. Altogether,

45 maps are available to evaluate the performance of the map matching methods, 15

per hexagon size.

The standard and rotation map matching methods with and without the check

stage, and with di�erent con�gurations, have been used to perform map combinations

using the created maps. Analyzing the obtained results, a success rate can be obtained

per method con�guration.
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Comparing the obtained results by the methods with and without the check stage,

it has been shown that the check stage inclusion based on visibility can considerably

improve the performance of the classical methods. For every implemented method,

and with every possible con�guration, the check stage inclusion makes the method to

succeed in a considerably larger amount of cases. Thus, the simulations have shown

that the inclusion of the developed check stage can solve ambiguities caused by the

symmetries in the transmitters' positions and increase the robustness of the classical

map matching methods, which was the main objective of this thesis.

Through the comparison of the obtained results using the map matching methods

with the check stage for di�erent hexagon sizes of the maps, it has been obtained, for

the evaluated sizes, that a size reduction provides better results. This is due to the

visibility information of the scenario is better suited. Despite this, it also has been

obtained that even the usage of larger hexagons greatly increases the robustness of the

map matching methods without check stage.

Along with the performance evaluation, a computational complexity analysis has

been theoretically and experimentally carried out. First, it has been found that a

reduction of the parameter list size of the check stage can be made without deteriorating

the success rate of the map matching method. Thus, the established maximum list size

can be used as an upper bound to calculate the computational complexity of the check

stage. In addition, it has been shown that the usage of a short parameter list is not

preferable, but it still increases the robustness of the classical map matching methods

signi�cantly.

Second, the computational complexity of the check stage has been theoretically

obtained, and experimentally veri�ed through simulation results. In summary, the

check stage computational complexity grows linearly with the size of the map matching

parameter list, the number of hexagons of the prior map, and the sum of the number

of hexagons of the user and the prior maps.

The hexagon size determines the number of hexagons that a map needs to cover a

certain area. Thus, the obtained complexity results prove, along with the success rate

results mentioned before, that the hexagon size controls a trade-o� relation between

the map matching success performance and computational complexity.

5.2.- Outlook

It should be underlined that even when the check stage inclusion does not modify

the solution obtained by the classical method only based on the transmitters' locations,

it still provides a visibility metric which indicates how good, in visibility terms, the map

combination has been. This metric can be used in further applications as a reliability

metric of the combined map.
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For example, in case a user receives previously combined maps from di�erent

users, the visibility metrics of the received maps can determine which one should be

used in the map matching. Another application of the developed metric is the perfor-

mance comparison of map matching methods based on the transmitters' locations.

Finally, the visibility areas now included in the Channel-SLAM maps can be used,

along with the transmitters' positions and the occupancy probability of the hexagons,

to rebuild the scenario geometry. Furthermore, the visibility information can also be

useful in the data association process performed in the �rst stage of Channel-SLAM,

which consists in �nding correspondences between transmitters and measurements.

Thus, the visibility information inclusion in Channel-SLAM not only improves the

map matching performance, but also opens a wide variety of future research directions.
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